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PKEFACE

Graphs are the illustrations of mathematics, and as in the early

stages of education great recourse is made to the picture-book, so

graphs should take a prominent place in the early mathematical

training of pupils. Used aright they create interest, cultivate habits

of observation, stimulate the reasoning powers, and are a powerful
factor in obtaining neatness and accuracy in general work.

This little book treats of graphs from a general point of view

and not as a branch of pure mathematics. Discontinuous graphs
are given a prominent place, especially those generally used in com-

mercial and technical work. This has necessitated the exclusion of

much matter purely algebraical and more suitable for an advanced

course of study.

It will be necessary for the teacher to elaborate the text at some

points, notably Exercise VI of Chapter V, where some instruction

should be given in the rearrangement of formulae. Every oppor-

tunity also should be taken to apply the graphic methods given, to

the elucidation of problems in Arithmetic, Geometry, and Mensuration. -

The teacher should also devise simple experiments, the results of

which may be expressed graphically. Suggestions for such are con-

tained in Exercise 23 of the Miscellaneous Examples, and they will

be found to intensify the interest of the pupil in his work.

The book is intended for one year's course, and the pupil's exer-

cises throughout should be carefully preserved. Each pupil should

have two exercise books, one ruled in -fa" and another in millimetre

squares, and these should be indexed. Loose sheets of squared paper
should be used for the preliminary work of each chapter.
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CHAPTER I

Have you ever noticed at the corner of a street an enamelled plate

with such symbols as F.P. 8.14 on it? No doubt you have, and

perhaps wondered what these figures meant. The meaning is simply
this. If you walk 8 feet to the right of the plate, and then 14 feet

towards the middle of the street, you come to a "fire-plug". Even

B

in the depth of winter, when the streets are covered with snow, the

firemen have no difficulty in finding the nearest fire-plug with this

plate to guide them. In fact, it would be quite easy to set down

in this way all the fire-plugs, gas-plugs, sewer-openings, gratings, &c.,

in a street, and should they at any time be accidentally covered

it would be an easy matter to find them.

For example, draw ABCD to represent a section of a street

60 yards long and 20 yards broad. Let A be the corner from which

we are to measure, and to keep the drawing a reasonable size make
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inch represent 10 yards. Here is a list of plugs, &c., given in the

manner already indicated
; put them in your drawing.

Gratings. 0.2& 0.17$, 20. 2J, 60.17$, 60. 2 yards.

Fire-plugs. \Q . 10, 60 . 10.

Gas-plugs. 10.5, 20.5, 40.5, 50.5, 60.5.

10.15, 20.15, 40.15, 50.15, 60.15.

Water-plugs. IB. 5, 25.5, 45.6, 55.5.

16.15, 25.15, 45.15, 55.15.

Mark gratings G., fire-plugs F.P., gas-plugs G.P., and water-

plugs W.P.

You will notice that each plug requires two measurements to

determine its position, one distance being

measured at right angles to the other.

Let O X and O Y be two lines at right

angles (fig. 2). Mark them off in inches.

We want to fix a certain point this time,

not a fire-plug, but exactly the same method

will do. Let it be the point 2.3. O is our

starting-point. Measure 2 inches to the

right, then 3 inches up. Put a mark at

the point found; it is the point 2.3.

It might have been more convenient, if

we had a number of

points to find, to draw

I lines horizontally and
y

J
L

1 ^" y^ vertically through the

Fig. 2 inch divisions, as shown

in
fig. 3. Where the

vertical line through 2 cuts the horizontal line through 3 is, as before,

the point 2 . 3. Paper may be obtained carefully ruled in this way
with inches, centimetres, millimetres, or any divisions we choose. It

will be evident, however, that the divisions need not be any particular

size, as we may call them inches, yards, miles, centimetres, or kilo-
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2.3.

metres, provided we remember what scale we have fixed on. Such

paper is called "squared paper", and will be much used hereafter.

The line X is called an axis or centre line.

The line Y is also called an axis or centre line.

O X is called the x axis.

O Y is called the y axis.

We may therefore say that measurements along OX are made

along the x axis, and measure-

ments up O Y are made up the

y axis. Further, since we re-

quire to make two measure-

ments to fix a certain point, one

along the x axis and one along

the y axis, these two measure-

ments are called "Co-ordinates".

We could have said that the co-

ordinates of the point A found

in figs. 2 and 3 were 2.3.

Take some squared paper,

ruled, say, in tenths of an inch.

Draw the lines O X and O Y,

and find the points whose co-ordinates are given in Exercise I.

In doing this, be most exact and neat in your methods; use a

sharp pencil, and test every point after finding it. While it is not

necessary to do so, you may join the points in the order they are

given, and thus determine whether you are correct or not; a glance

will tell you. After doing one question, take a new Y axis to the

right; this will save paper.

EXERCISE I

1. 3.13, 5.15, 5.5, 3.5, 7.5,^-15.7, 8.7, 13.15, 13.5, 11.5, 15.5.

2.5.5, 10.5, 10.10, 5.10, 5.15, 10.15.

3. 5.5, 4.6, 3.8, 3.12, 4.14, 5.15, 6.16, 8.17, 12.17, 14.16, 16.14,

17.12, 17.8, 16.6, 15.5, 14.4, 12.3, 8.3, 6.4.

Fig. 3
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4. 10.10, 15.20, 20.10, 10.15, 20.15, 15.5.

5. 10.10, 8.10, 7.15, 13.15, 12.10, 10.10, 10.2, 8.2, 12.2.

6. Draw your initials with a ruler on squared paper, using straight lines only.

Take an x and y axis, and mark the chief points in the letters. Find the co-

ordinates of these points, note them down in their order, and give the list to your

neighbour to plot out. Remember a straight line requires only 2 points in order

to draw it correctly.

CHAPTER II

Suppose you find a number of points by the method of co-ordi-

nates, a glance may show that these points when joined form a line

or a curve. For example, you no doubt noticed that question 3, Exer-

cise I, was a circle, question 4, two triangles, and so on. When a

number of points are thus joined, the line so formed is termed a
"
Graph ". In question 3, Exercise I, we would say that the "

Graph
"

obtained by joining all the points given is a circle. The word

"Graph" is generally used to indicate one line either straight or

curved fulfilling certain conditions, but to simplify our work let us

apply the word graph to any line straight, curved, or broken, pro-

vided it is found by the method of co-ordinates. The study of

graphs is both interesting and instructive, for valuable information

may often be derived from them. Just as a detective ferrets out all

the "
points

"
of a criminal case, puts them together, and sees if from

them he can gain such information as will lead to the detection of

the criminal, so in the realms of science, in the workshop, in the

office, we may often by observation or experiment obtain certain

numbers. These, when set down by the method of co-ordinates, and

the points so found joined, may give us a graph leading to the

detection of the law or laws underlying or governing the phenomena
or facts we have been considering.

Perhaps the most interesting case to start with will be the making
of " Contour Graphs

"
of the roads in the district in which you live.

In the case of the street plugs, the line O X represented distances
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along the street, OY distances across the

street; now OX will represent distances from

our starting-point and O Y heights above the

sea-level. Take, for example, the road from

Glasgow to Prestwick, starting from the

Broomielaw Bridge. This is 50 feet above

the level of the sea, and being the starting-

point is no distance along; we may therefore

term it the point . 50. One mile farther

on the height is still 50 feet; call this the

point 1 . 50. We may, in fact, set down our

information regarding the road thus

Route. GLASGOW TO PRESTWICK. Distance,
30 miles.

. 50, 1 . 50, 2 . 75, 3 . 100, 4 . 150, 5 . 200, 6 . 300,

7 . 450, 8 . 550, 9 . 625, 10 . 650, 1 1 . 700, 12 . 725, 13 . 700,

14.650, 15.550, 16.500, 17.400, 18.350, 19.300,

20.200, 21.125, 22.100, 23.100, 24.200, 25.275,

26.300, 27.225, 28.150, 29.50, 30.50.

Places on the Route. 1 miles, Strathbungo;

2j, Shawlands; 4, Giffnock; 7, Newton Mearns;
7}, Mallctsheugh ; 9|, Loganswell; 17, Fenwick;
21, Kilniarnock; 22, Kiccarton; 26, Whitelea; 29,

Monkton
; 30, Prestwick.

Now take squared paper, as previously

mentioned. Let every 2 divisions on the O X
line represent a mile, and every division on

the O Y line 100 feet. Make an oblong as in

fig. 4 to contain the " contour graph ", mark-

ing the miles 0, 5, 10, &c., and the heights

0, 100, 200, to 1000 feet. Mark in the points

given by the method of co-ordinates, and join

them with a clear line in red ink. Put in

any places of note as shown. Note that the

scales of heights and distances are quite dif-

11
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ferent, but as long as this is remembered no difficulty need result.

Thus 75 feet will be of a division up; 325 feet, 3 divisions up,

and so on. Further, it should be noted that this is the graph con-

necting two things, distance and height, and it shows how the height

changes as the distance changes. All the graphs to be plotted later

on will tell us how one thing changes as another changes. It will

be seen also that the slope gives us an idea of the rate of the

change. As the slope of a graph will be found later to be of the

utmost importance, it would be well that the pupil should find

the slope in degrees at different points.

In the same manner as indicated in fig. 4 plot out the following

contour graphs:

EXERCISE II

I GLASGOW TO GREEXOCK. 22 miles.

0.20, 8.50, 11^.50, 12.100, I2|.175, 13.150, I3|.100, 14.50, I7J.75,

19.50, 22.25.

Note. .20, 8 . 50 signifies road level to 7. (Put 4 divisions to mile.)

Places on Route. 2, Govan; 6, Renfrew; 7, Inchinnan; 9, Wardhouse;
13, Bishopton; 15, Langbank; 19, Port-Glasgow; 22, Greenock.

II GLASGOW TO LARCS. 29J miles.

to 5.30, 6 to 9.50, 9J.75, 10.100, IOJ.125, 11.100, 12.100, 13.125,

I3J.150, 14.125, I4J.100, 14] . 130, 15.175, 16$. 175, 16.125, 16^.100, 17.150,

17^.150, 18.225, ISi.200, 18j. 175, 19.200, I9&.250, 20.200, 20| . 300,

21.350, 22.475, 23.600, 24.625, 25.700, 26.750, 26^.700, 27.600, 28.300,
28J. 100, 29.75, 29^.25.

Places on Route.~-Q, Paisley; 9], Elderslie; 13J, Elliston; 16, Lochwinnoch ;

20, Kilbirnie; 22J, Howrat; 24, Whitehill; 29, Largs.

Ill GLASGOW TO EDINBURGH. 44 miles.

0.20, 1.50, 2.75, 3.75, 4.100, 5.200, 6.250, 7.250, 8.250, 9.250,

10.300, 11.420, 12.475, 13.550, 14.550, 15.575, 16.650, 17.18.650, 19.625,

20.600, 21.600, 22.575, 23.550, 24.500, 25.450, 26.450, 27.500, 28.

29.550, 30.450, 31.400, 32.300, 33.200, 34.35.150, 36.120, 37.150,

38.39.40.41.42.150, 43.200, 44.250.

Places on Route. 3, Shettleston; 9, Coatbridge; 11, Airdrie; 25J, Bathgate;
31$, Uphall; 33, Broxburn; 44, Edinburgh.
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IV LONDON TO BRIGHTON. 53 miles.

0.50, 1.50, 2.50, 3.50, 4.75, 5.100, 6.175, 7.150, 8.100, 9.150,

10.175, 11.175, 12.175, 13.200, 14.225, 15.250, 16.300, 17.400, 18.425,

19.350, 20.300, 21.275, 22.350, 23.200, 24.200, 25.200, 26.200, 27.200,

28.200, 29.200, 30.225, 31.300, 32.350, 33.450, 34.450, 35.500, 36.250,
37.200, 38.300, 39.100, 40.75, 41.75, 42.100, 43.100, 44.100, 46.150,

46.250, 47.350, 48.250, 49.150, 50.150, 51.100, 52.50, 53.50.

0, G.P.O; 6, Streatham; 11, Croydon; 21, Redhill; 30, Crawley; 35, Hand-
cross Hill; 53, Brighton.

V MANCHESTER TO BUXTON. 24j miles.

0.150, 1.100, 2.150, 3.150, 4.200, 5.250, 6.200, 7.250, 8.250, 9 300,

10.300, 11.450, 12.600, 13.600, 14.600, 15.600, 16.550, 17.550, 18.600,

19.800, 20.1000, 21.1200, 22.1300, 22^.1400, 23.1350, 24.1100, 24^.1050.

0, Manchester; 7, Stockport; 13, Disley; 24, Buxton.

VI- LIVERPOOL TO WARRINGTON. 17 miles.

0.50, 1.200, 2.150, 3.200, 4.100, 5.100, 6.125, 7.200, 8.300, 9.225,

10.200, 11.200, 12.150, 13.100, 14.75, 15.75, 16.50, 17.50,17^.50.

0, Liverpool; 7J, Prescot; 9, Rainhill; 16, Sankey Bridge; 17, Warringtoa.

VII NEWCASTLE TO WOLSINGHAM. 23 miles.

0.100, 1.300, 2.50, 3.200, 4.350, 5.500, 6.700, 7,600, 8.750, 9.800,

10.850, 11.750, 12.600, 13.500, 14.400, 15.650, 16.700, 16^.500, 17.650,

18.750, 19.850, 20.1000, 21.900, 2IJ.750, 22.850, 23.500, 23^.500.

0, Newcastle; 1, Qateshead; 14, Lanchester; 15|, Coldpike Hall
; 23, Wol-

singham.

VIII EDINBURGH TO KINROSS. 26 miles.

0.250, 1.200, 2.150, 3.200, 4.210, 5.150, 5^.100, 6.200, 7.100, 8.200,

9.0, 10.0, 11.100, llj.20, 12.100, 13.50, 14.300, 15.350, 16.400, 17.450,

18 . 450, 19 . 20 . 400, 21 . 375, 22 . 400, 23 . 24 . 25 . 26 . 400.

5j, Cramond Bridge; 7, Dalmeny; 9, Queensferry; 10, North Queensferrjr

(ferry over Firth of Forth); 12, Inverkeithing; 18, Cowdenbeath; 26, Kinross.

IX DUNDEE TO ABERDEEN. 66J miles.

O.50, 1.2.150, 3.120, 4.5.100, 6.150, 7.120, 8. 9. 10 . II . 12. 150, 13.100,

14.75, 15.16.17.50, 18.100, 19.150, 20.200, 21.22.100, 23.50, 24.lfiO,
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25.200, 26.300, 27.275, 28.29.30.31.32.50, 33.100, 34.35.250, 36.37.

38.200, 39.150, 40.120, 41.150, 42.100, 43.200, 44.350, 45.325, 46.300,

47.250, 48.220, 49.250, 50.220, 51.100, 52.50, 53.150, 54.250, 55.225,
55J.I 50, 56.200, 57.250, 58.200, 59.60.250, 61.300, 62.325, 63.250,

64.100, 65.50, 66.100, 67.50.

Places on Route. 17, Arbroath; 30, Montrose; 42, Bervie; 52, Stonehaven;

65, Brig of Dee; 66J, Aberdeen.

CHAPTER III

It has been already said that a graph shows the rate of change
of two things, and conversely if any one thing change and thus cause

another to change, the relation of the two may be set down in the

form of a graph. For example, the price of pig-iron varies almost

every day according to the supply and demand. Here price changes

with time, and we may draw a graph to show this, plotting time

horizontally and price vertically. The time may be expressed in

days, weeks, or months, and the price in pounds or shillings per ton.

We could also on the same paper plot out the prices of copper, zinc,

tin, lead, &c., during the same time. By comparing the graphs we

could easily ascertain which metals fall or rise in price at the same

time, and which do not. We could also plot out on one sheet of paper

the price of one metal for, say, 10 years, drawing a new graph for

each year. By studying these graphs we could find out when, say,

iron is dearest in any year, when cheapest. Diligent enquiry might
then lead us to discover causes that arise every year, making iron

dear or cheap at certain periods.

Here are the prices of pig-iron, ingot copper, steel, and tin,

&c., for 1901. Prices are given on the average of every month.

For your guidance the graphs of silver, lead, and tin are drawn

(fig. 5). Put in these and the others on one sheet of squared

paper, if possible, using the scale for pounds, shillings, or pence as

required.
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EXERCISE III

Much time may be usefully spent in drawing graphs of the kind

just given. Find some for yourselves, and suggest them to your
teacher. For example, the height of the barometer daily for a month,

the temperature of your room from 9 A.M. till 4 P.M., taking observa-

tions every five minutes; the attendances of the pupils in your class

for a fortnight, with your own attendances on the same paper. In

fact, from your daily life and surroundings you will be able to make

numerous graphs. Do not, however, plot out the graphs mechanically;

endeavour to extract information from them. For example, the tem-

perature of your class-room from 9 A.M. till 4 P.M. will show the effects

of the breaths of the pupils ;
the rapidity of the rise will show how

far the ventilation is reliable. The effect of the intervals for play
should be noted as to whether the temperature falls to its normal,

or if not, how far it falls in the interval. Further, borrow several

thermometers, place them in different parts of the room, and take
(B2*3)
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simultaneous readings for each. Plot out the graphs on one sheet

3f squared paper, and thus determine the effects of ventilation in

iifferent parts of the room. In the graph of attendances see if your

yraph is over or under the average of the class; see if there is any
lay or days in the week uniformly good or bad in attendance, and
endeavour to ascertain why. Trace any abnormally good or bad

attendance. It will occur to you that the graph of attendances is

}ften the graph of many other things besides. Thus it may be partly
i graph of the weather prevailing, it may be a graph of the infectious

liseases prevalent. There is almost no limit to the information about

Dther things thus locked up, and only to be had by careful research.

Let then your aim, in making a graph, be to find out how much the

*raph can tell you; and this may only be extracted by much patient
xnd earnest thought.

EXERCISE IV

Suggested graphs. Find the data

1. Height of barometer for a month taken daily.

2. Temperature of class-room from 9 A.M. till 4 P.M.

3. Heights of boys in your school according to ages, taking, say, 6 of each age
*) get an average.

4. The distance you walk from 7.30 A.M. till 10.30 P.M., from notes made every
lalf-hour.

5. The rainfall in your district for a year.

6. The cases of infectious disease (ascertained weekly from the newspapers)
'or a year, each disease having a graph of its own, but all on one paper.

7. The passengers in the tramcars weekly for a year (from newspapers).
8. The prices of coal and iron (on one sheet of paper) for a year.

A large number of examples of the above type are given at the

jnd of the book. Selections may be made to suit the other subjects

,aken by the student.

The following graph is worthy of careful study: Take a railway
ime-table and a good cycling map. Select some route, for example,
rom Glasgow (St. Enoch) to Greenock (Princes Pier). Set down
he time of starting of one train and the times at all stations en

*outet with their distances. Make a graph connecting distance and

ime, plotting distances in miles vertically and minutes horizontally.
(B263) B
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Train, 5.58 P.M. GLASGOW TO GREENOCK (Princes Pier)

Mlfes

Fig. 6 shows the graph. Note that the slope is entirely upward,

meaning that the distance always increases as the time increases. It

will be noticed that the slope is greatest between Houston and Bridge
of Weir. Now from Houston to Bridge of Weir is 3J miles, and we
notice it is done in 3 minutes that is, the average speed is 60 miles

per hour. But if you look carefully you will see that the slope tells

us that 3J miles is gone in 3| minutes, therefore the slope is a
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measure of the speed of the train, and the part with steepest slope is

the part where the highest average speed has been reached. Note also

most carefully that at Paisley the graph is level since the train stojM

for two minutes.
EXERCISE V

The following are extracts from time-tables. Plot out the graphs, connecting
distance and time ; ascertain the points of maximum average speed in each case :

1. Express (GLASGOW TO EDINBURGH) leaving Central Station at 11 o'clock A.M.

2. South Morning Express (GLASGOW TO CARLISLE)
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3. The stopping-places on an electric tramway are J mile apart. Starting

from the terminus, I take the time every mile till car stops.

The following are times: Draw a graph showing distance in given times.

Indicate approximately where the tram passes through the busy streets, where

country roads. Start P.M. 5.0, 5.l, 5.3, 5.5, 5.7, 5.9, 5.11, 5.13, 5.16, 5.20,

5.24, 5.28, 5.31, 5.33, 5.35, 5.37, 5.40, 5.42, 5.44, 5.45$, 5.47, 6.48J, 5.49|, 5.51]

Terminus.

4. LONDON TO CARLISLE (Express)

5. -LIVERPOOL TO MANCHESTER.
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6. LONDON TO BRIGHTON

21

CHAPTER IV

Take a sheet of squared paper, draw the axes OX and O Y; call

the vertical divisions shillings and the horizontal divisions, say,
"
articles ".

Now 4 articles at 3d. = Is.

and 12 = 3s.

Find the point 4 . 1,

12.3.

Join these points, and produce the line joining them both ways

(fig. 7). We have a graph of some kind; let us test it. First of all

it passes through O, in fact seems to take its origin from 0; ia

therefore the "Origin". Take now any number of articles, say 40.

Trace the vertical from 40 till it cuts the graph; run along hori-

zontally to OY, and you find 10 that is, 10s. Hence 40 articles

cost 10s. Try this with other numbers of articles, and you find the

correct answer each time. Fig. 7 is the graph connecting articles

and their value; in this particular case at 3d. each. Hence this

graph may be used as a ready reckoner. Note how easy it is to
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obtain the graph. It must pass

through the origin O, for articles

cost Os. One other point only is

needed to determine the graph

(since it is a straight line); select

an easy number as shown at the be-

ginning of the chapter, and ascertain

this point. Now on the same sheet of

squared paper plot out graphs of any
number of articles at 6d., Is., Is. 6d,

2s. 6d., 3s. 4d, &c. Make as many
as the sheet will conveniently hold.

Use the graphs to find the cost of

any number of articles at any price.

At any point on the x axis, say

40, draw a perpendicular A B meet-

ing the graph. ABO is a right-

angled triangle.

OB is 40 divisions and AB 10

divisions, hence O B equals 4 times

A B that is, the distance measured

along the x axis is 4 times the dis-

tance measured along the y axis.

For short, call "the distance

along the x axis" x, and call "the

distance along the y axis" y.

It will be seen that with this

proviso,
" O B is 4 times A B "

may
be stated as x =

ty.

Test any point by measuring its

distances along the x axis and y axis,

and the above holds good. Hence

x =
4>y might be called a formula

for the graph.
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To make the graph, given its "formula", is now easy, but the

process should be done in a systematic manner. If y is the distance

of some point along the y axis, then we know that 4y is its distance

along the x axis.

Hence give y any values you choose, say, 1, 2, 3, 4, and find the

corresponding values of x. Put the results in tabular form as shown.

You have obtained points 4.1, 8.2, 12.3, 16.4. Test if these arc on

the graph x =
4>y (tig. 7). Clearly they are, and we have a method

of obtaining the graph from its
" formula ", for we have but to find

the points indicated, and join them.

Further, AB and BO are a measure of the slope of AO, that

is, of the size of the angle AOB
AB
OB

10

40

1

4'

This means that if you go along 4 units you go up one unit. Test

4 or 5 points and this will be found true for all.
^-15,

or in this

case J, is called the "Tangent" of the angle of slope AOB. This

angle of slope is very important because at a glance we may tell

from the graph at what rate the quantity measured on the y axis

is changing. The steeper the slope the greater the quantity on the

y axis is, compared with the quantity on the x axis.

Since A B is 10 and OB 40

AB =

therefore y =
OB
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Work this out by the method shown on p. 23, and it will

be found to be the same graph as x =
ty.

We may put y or x first as we choose. Generally y is put on

the left-hand side of the formula.

On each of the graphs you have done, showing the cost of

articles at various prices, put in

1. The formula for the graph.

2. The tangent of the angle of slope.

3. A practical interpretation of the graph.

With regard to 3, while we have made x = 4y represent the

value of any number of articles at 3d. each, this is not the only

interpretation we may put on this graph. It represents the interest

on 1 for any number of years at 1J %, and this fact may be used

to find the interest on any sum for a given time at 1| /Q . It may

represent many other things, no doubt, as will be seen later on.

In mensuration we learn that the circumference of a circle equals

3f times the diameter, or in formula form

C = 3}D.
This is similar to x =

Using the method indicated on p. 23, plot out the graph x

but to obviate fractions make y =
7, 14, 21, &c. When you

have found the graph use it to find the circumference of any circle,

given the diameter. Note that measurements along the x axis

may be in inches, feet, miles, centimetres, or metres, as long as we

express the circumferences in the same units. Also only 2 points

are required, as stated on p. 22, to find the graph, and the origin

is one of them.

Many useful graphs of this kind should be drawn, for example
take a large sheet of squared paper and put "feet" horizontally

and Ibs. vertically. Suppose we had rods of different metals all

] sq. inch in section, then 9 feet of aluminium rod 1 sq. inch section

weighs 10 Ibs. Find the point 9.10. Join to the origin and produce
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upwards as far as convenient. The graph so drawn gives the weights

of any length of aluminium rod 1 sq. inch in section. Use this to

{0

(0

Me

10 20

Fig. 8

30 40 Feet

find the weight of any piece of aluminium. Thus, an ingot of

aluminium is 27
X

long by 5" x 3", find its weight.

27' aluminium 1 sq. inch section weighs 30 Ibs.

.'. 27' aluminium 5" x 3" = 15 sq. inches section weighs

30 x 15 Ibs. = 450 Ibs.

On the same sheet of paper draw graphs from the following

data:

A 4 foot rod copper 1 sq. inch section weighs 15 Ibs.

9 cast-iron 28

2 lead ,,10
5 brass 18
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Use millimetre ruled paper by preference.

Similar information with regard to woods is appended. Put all

the graphs on one sheet squared paper.

A 10 foot rod ash 1 sq. inch section weighs 3 Ibs. This is approxi-

mately true for beech, birch, cedar, red pine, teak, pitch pine.

A 10 foot rod ebony 1 sq. inch section weighs 5 Ibs.

20 elm 5

An 11 mahogany 4

A 6 oak 2

An 11 white pine 2

When these graphs are drawn ascertain which are the heaviest

and lightest metals, and which the heaviest and lightest woods.

20

10

10

tiM

20

Fig 9

30

In the same way make graphs connecting two different measures,

and use them to convert one into another. By putting numbers only,

vertically and horizontally, all the subjoined may be put on one large

sheet of squared paper and preserved. Thus 10 inches equal 25 centi-

metres. Find the point 25 . 10. Join to origin and produce as before.
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Write on this graph
" Centimetres to Inches ", and this indicates that

centimetres are to be read on the x axis and inches on the y axis.

In the same way and on the same paper draw "Conversion

3raphs" for the following:

1. Kilometres to miles : 140 = 87.

2. Kilogrammes to pounds : 127 = 280.

3. Litres to cubic feet : 85 = 3.

4. Litres to gallons : 50 = 11.

5. Cubic feet to gallons : 17 = 106.

6. Lbs. water to cubic feet : 1060 = 17.

Geometrical conversion graphs :

7. Side of square and diagonal of square : 70 = 99.

8. Area of circle and area of square inscribed in it: 300 = 191.

9. Circumference of circle and side of square equal in area to the circle:

J9 = 11.

Having now studied "
Ready Reckoner

"
and " Conversion

"
graphs,

/he student should note that all sums involving proportion may be

*eadily solved by their use. Thus if 12 bushels arc consumed by
19 horses, how many bushels will 47 horses consume in the same time?

Evidently more. Find the point 47 . 19 and join to the origin. Now
lote where 12 (bushels) on the y axis cuts this graph. It is approxi-

nately at 29J along. Then 29| bushels is the answer. The process

s: if the expected answer is more, then the larger number is marked

>ff on the x axis; if less, the smaller number is marked off on the

s axis. The answer is always on the x axis, as shown above.

Compound proportion is as readily done, though the explanation is

lomewhat involved. Thus

If 6 men build a wall 20 feet high in 6 days, working 12 hours per day, how

nany men could build one 30 feet high in 3 days, working 9 hours per day?

Method Take feet, days, and hours separately (fig. 10).

1. Find the point 30 . 20 (more) and join to origin.

2. 6 (men) on the y axis cuts this graph at 9 along.

3. Mark 9 on the y axis.

4. Find point 6 . 3 (more and days) and join to origin.

5. 9 cuts this graph at 18 along.

6. Mark 18 on the y axis.
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7. Find the point 9 . 12 (more and hours) and join to origin.

8. 18 cuts this at 24 along.

24 men is the answer.

It is not intended to give further examples here. Any arithmeti

will furnish abundance. Moreover, this method is sometimes cum

brous and slow. As an approximation to the answer, however, th

method may be used in Proportion, Percentages, Profit and Loss, an<

Stocks and Shares with much practical benefit. It gives a vivi<

picture of the mechanism of proportion to the student, far cleare

than any verbal explanation could possibly do.

In work with fractions, decimal and vulgar, the methods already

given are useful, rapid, and accurate in the hands of a careful workei

For example, to reduce ^ to a simpler fraction with the least possibl<

error, find the point 43 . 17, and join to the origin. Find where tin
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graph has approximately even co-ordinates, and choose the nearest

to the origin (say f, which is a close approximation).

Of the fractions , -ff, -J-j^-, -J-!jf-,
which is the greatest and least?

Draw graphs for each as before. The steepest graph is that of the

greatest fraction, and the others are in order of magnitude.

To bring vulgar fractions to decimals, or vice versa, the same

method may usefully be employed.

For example, bring f to a decimal. Find the point 8 . 3, arid join

to the origin. Now we wish to bring eighths to tenths, hence we

measure the perpendicular above 10 on the x axis. It is 375 (3|),

therefore the answer is -375. Millimetre ruled paper should be used

and as large a scale as possible, at least 10 mm. to 1 unit.

To reverse the process, convert -25 to a vulgar fraction. Find the

point 10. -25 (that is, 10- 2). Join to the origin. Select the fraction

nearest the origin whose co-ordinates are even. It will be found

to be J.

Note the decimals are reckoned as tenths, hence 10 is always the

standard point on the x axis.

No further examples need be given here, but the student is

strongly advised to work as many as possible for himself. It will

be of the greatest possible service later on.

CHAPTER V

In all the graphs already plotted we have first found a definite

meaning for them, making formulae a secondary consideration. It

must be evident, however, that cases will frequently occur in which

we require to plot graphs from formulae to which no specific

meaning can be assigned, or which do not immediately require

any. For example, you might write down y = 7# + 4J. No
doubt this represents a graph, but what, you do not at present

know.
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Let us find out what x = y + 5 means (fig. 11).

Then Make = 1

= 2
= 3
= 4

Find the points 6.1, 7.2, 8.3, 9.4.

Join these points, and you find a graph similar to one already

plotted, viz., x =
y, but in this case shifted 5 squares to the right

of the former position. In-

Yj i i i i i i i i i i i i i r i i i i i i i i I stead of passing through the

origin as x y did, it cuts

the x axis 5 squares to the

right of the point 0.

O

x = y + 11, and you find

these give you graphs parallel

to x =
y, but cutting the x

axis 7, 9, and 11 divisions

or squares to the right of

respectively.

In the same way, find out

what y = x + 5 means, also

y = x + T, y = x + 9, y =

x+ 11.

Put these on the same

squared paper as the previous four, giving x values now instead of y.

Plot out the following, each set on one piece of squared paper.

1. x = 2y + 1, x = 2y + 5, x = 2y + 9.

2. y = 2x + 1, y = 2x + 5, y = 2x + 9.

It must be evident to you now that x = 2y + 1 is a graph parallel
to x =

2y, and cutting the x axis one square to the right of the

Fig. 11
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origin; y = 2x + 1 is a graph parallel to y 2#, and cutting the

y axis one square up.

What meaning, however, can we assign to x = y 5 ?

Plot out this graph, giving y greater values than 5. Thus

Let y = 6

Take a sheet of squared paper, but now extend O X and O Y to

the left and downwards, as shown in fig. 12.

Fig. 12

Plot out the points 1.6, 2.7, 3.8, 4.9.

Join and produce both ways.

Notice this graph cuts the x axis 5 squares to the left from 0,
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and, moreover, it is parallel to the graph x =
y, as may be seen it

the slope is tested. Now, comparing this with x = y -f 5 it would

seem that 5 means 5 squares to the left from 0.

We have already seen that y = Zx + 1 is parallel to y = 2x, but

cuts the y axis one square up. By the same reasoning could we not

say y = 2# 1 is parallel to y = 2x, but cuts the y axis one square

down from 0? Test this by plotting y = 2x 1.

We may conclude, then, that the negative sign signifies that

measurements are to be made to the left in the case of the x axis

and down in the case of the y axis.

Thus the point 4 . 3 signifies 4 units to the right from along

the x axis and 3 units down from along the y axis. For practice

put in the points 4.3, 4. -3, -4.3, -4. -3.

Jot down a number of points at random, and put in the co-ordi-

nates with proper sign attached.

Now draw the following graphs:

1. y = 2x + 4, y = Zx - 4, y = 2x.

2. y = Sx + 6, y = 3x - 6, y = 9x.

Summarizing, we may say

x represents a measurement to the right, on the x axis.

""*& lett,

y up on the y axis.

down

EXERCISE VI

Plot the following graphs :

1. y = x + 8.

2. y = Zx + 2.

3. 3y = Zx + 1.

4. y + 2 = x + 4.

5. 2y-f 4 = 3#-H
6. y = 6x 4.

7. 3y = 4ar - 2.

ft ^ - ^ 11 12-

o. -^-
= # if.

5

9. y = 6. (Note # is not mentioned

here, hence give x any values you choose,

and y still equals 6.)

10. x = 6 (see 9) is a line parallel to

the y axis and 6 divisions to the right

of it.

11. y = -6.
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CHAPTER VI

We may now utilize graphs to solve some simple problems in

arithmetic. For example
A mother is 3 times as old as her daughter. In 10 years, how-

ever, she will be twice as old. Find the age of each.

Set down the above statements thus

(Age of mother) = 3 times (age of daughter)

or y = 3x

where we put y in place of the mother's age, for we do not know it,

and x in place of the daughter's. Again

(Age of mother in 10 years)
= 2 times (age of daughter in 10 years)

or (y + 10) =
2(aj + 10)

which simplified becomes y = 2x + 10.

Now plot out on one piece of squared paper the two graphs

y = 3x and y = 20 + 10 (tig. 13).

Notice carefully that one graph gives us all the ages on the

y axis, which are 3 times those on the x axis; the other gives us the

graph of all the ages on the y axis, which are twice those on the

x axis in 10 years. Where the graphs intersect we get two ages, viz.

30 and 10, which not only give us the one relation but also the other,

hence the mother's age is 30 years and the daughter's 10 years. It

is to be noted, then, that when two graphs contain each some special

information, as in the above problem, the intersection of the graphs

supplies the solution. Perhaps this information will make the reason

plainer. When letters go amissing in any district in the United

States, the postal officials send secretly marked letters from all

points to this district, generally containing money. A map is also

made, and the course of each letter carefully drawn out on it. If a

letter disappears, its course is marked out in red on this map. After

(B253) C
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13

a few weeks it is generally found that all the red lines cross at a
certain place. This is the town where the thefts are taking place.
Each red line indicates the "path of theft" of one letter, but the

intersection gives the actual point. So may graphs be used to solve

problems.

Example 8. There are 2 milk cans. If I take 2 gallons from A
and put them in B, then B contains 3 times as much as A. But
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Fig. 14

if I take 2 gallons from B and put in A, both cans contain the same

amount. Find how much milk is in each.

Suppose A has x gallons and B has y gallons.

Then y gets 2 gallons
= (y -f 2)

x loses 2 gallons
= x 2

But B = 3 times A.

/. (y + 2) = 3 QT
-

2).

Again, y loses 2 gallons
= y 2

# gains 2 gallons
= a? + 2,

and B = A

(y
-

2) = x + 2.
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Now, simplify each statement and we find

(a) y = 30 - 8,

(b) y = x + 4.

Plot out each of these graphs. They intersect in the points 6.10.

Then A contains 6 gallons

and B contains 10 gallons (fig, 14).

EXERCISE VII

1. Find 2 numbers whose sum is 42 and whose difference is 24.

2. There are 2 numbers and 3 times the first plus the second equals 62, while

3 times the second plus the first equals 42. Find the numbers.

3. If I make a bell with 16 cwts. copper and 5 cwts, tin it costs 62. If I

make engine bearings with 7 cwts. copper and 10 cwts. tin they cost 74. Find

the price of copper and tin per cwt.

4. A merchant mixes 3 gallons No. 1 vinegar with 2 gallons No. 2, costing in

all 10s. (120 pence). He also sells a quality consisting of 2 gallons No. 1 and

1 gallon No. 2, costing in all 6s. 2d. (74 pence). Find prices per gallon of two

vinegars.

5. An oil merchant sells wagon grease consisting of 6 parts oil, 2 parts soda

liquor, at 60s. per barrel. It he uses 5 parts oil and 3 parts soda solution he

charges 54s. per barrel. Compare the prices of oil and soda.

6. Two pounds tea and 5 pounds sugai cost 4s. Four pounds tea and 2 pounds
sugar cost 6s. Sd. Find cost of tea and sugar per pound (in pence).

7. If I give A 6s. he has now twice what 1 have, but if he gives me 9s. I have

now twice what he has. How much has each ?

8. John and James have lls. between them, but if John's money were five

times what it is, and James's money three times what it is, they would have 37s.

between them. How much has each 1

9. A shopkeeper finds that if he burns 5 electric arc lamps and 6 incandescent

electric lamps it will cost him 5s. 9c?. per hour, but if he burns 10 arcs and

2 incandescents it will cost him 4s. per hour. Find cost of arc and incandescent

lighting per hour. (Note arcs are 1000 candle power, incandescent 500 candle

power.)
10. Six dollars and 3 rupees are worth 30s., and 3 dollars and 6 rupees are

worth 22s. 6d Find value of rupee and dollar.

11. A confectioner mixes 3 cwts. sugar and 1 cwt. glucose, selling mixture at

61s. for 4 cwts. A poorer quality consists of 1 cwt. sugar arid 3 cwts. glucose, and
sells at 39s. for 4 cwts. Find price of sugar and glucose j>er cwt.

12. Soft solder made by mixing 1 cwt. lead and 1 cwt. tin costs 76s. per cwt.

Harder solder made by mixing 3 cwts. of lead and 2 cwts. of tin costs 43s. per
cwt. Compare the prices of lead and tin.
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There is another class of sums which is placed at this stage

(though it might well have been taken earlier) in order that the

student may reverse the process just gone through in Exercise VII.

That is, the graphs are plotted first, and the formulae found later.

By referring to the chapter on "
Ready Reckoner

"

graphs the

student should be able to make a graph showing the number of

miles traversed (at a given rate per hour) in a certain time. Plot

miles horizontally and hours or minutes vertically. Fig. 15 shows

such a graph for 20 miles per hour. To plot it, the point 20 . 1 is

joined to the origin and produced. Call this line
" Train A ". Instead

of taking as the origin make 1 hour the origin and plot the

same graph. Note it is parallel to "Train A" and may be used to

calculate the distance gone by a train, at 20 miles per hour, starting

one hour after "Train A". Call this graph "Train B". Again,
instead of make 20 miles the origin, and draw a " 20 miles per

hour
"

graph. It is parallel to
" Train A "

and may be used to cal-

culate the distance gone by a train which starts 20 miles ahead of
" Train A "

at the same time and speed. Call this
" Train C ". Lastly,

take 60 miles as the origin and plot the graph backwards, as " Train

D ". This graph may be used to calculate the distance traversed by
a train going at the same rate as A, B, and C but in the opposite

direction. It will be noticed that the " Train D "
graph crosses the

others. These points of crossing give the distance from the origin

that the trains meet and the time of meeting. Thus D meets C
40 miles from the origin, one hour from starting, A 1 hours from

starting and 30 miles from the origin, and B 2 hours from starting

and 20 miles from the origin. Suppose
" Train D "

stops for an hour

after going 20 miles, then " Time "
changes while " Distance

"
does

not. The graph is therefore a perpendicular line for one hour. If

"Train D" starts again at its previous speed, the graph takes its

origin from this new time, but is parallel to the first graph, as

shown.

The origin and 60 miles might be towns 60 miles apart. If they

are connected by a single line of railway then stations or sidings
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5
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would be required at 20, 30 and 40 miles from the first town to

permit the trains to pass each other.

EXERCISE VllA

1. In a cycle race between two towns 40 miles apart, A gets 10 miles start and
travels at 15 miles per hour. B gets 5 miles start and travels at 20 miles per
hour. C is scratch and travels at 22 miles per hour. Who was the winner and

by how much?
2. Two towns are 80 rniles apart. A cyclist starts at 9 A.M. from A at ](> miles

per hour. After cycling an hour he is delayed half an hour by a puncture, then

proceeds. At 9 A.M. also, a motor-car starts from B at 20 miles per hour. After

going half an hour it breaks down and is delayed an hour. When and where do

cyclist and motorist meet]

3. Two towns, A and B, are 20 miles apart and a single line of railway con-

nects them. The morning trains from A leave at 9, 9.30, and 10. From B they
leave at 9.15 and 10.15. If they are timed to meet at stations, where are the

stations ?

4. A pedestrian, a cyclist, and a motorist decide on a 30 mile race. The

pedestrian gets 27 miles start, the cyclist 12 miles, while the motorist is scratch.

Tho average speeds were 3 miles, 18 miles, and 30 miles per hour respectively.

What was the result of the race?

Note. Students should investigate the formulae of the graphs in each question.

CHAPTER VII

When a number is multiplied by itself the operation is termed

"squaring" the number. Thus 4x4 equals the square of 4 = 16.

This is written 42 = 16.

Similarly, 4x4x4 is called the "cube" of 4, and is written

thus 43 = 64.

The "2" above the 4 means that two fours are to be multiplied;

the "3" that three fours are to be multiplied, and so on. This

perhaps you have already learnt.

Thus 102 means 10 x 10 = 100

103 10 x 10 x 10 = 1000

Hence 102 x 10s = 100 x 1000 = 100,000.

But 100,000 = 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 = 105
,

hence 102 x 103 = 105
.
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Try 104 x 103 in the same manner, and you find it equals 107 *

When we multiply 10 any number of times by itself we are said

to raise it to some "Power", and the little figure placed above the

10 is called the Index (indicator) of the power.

Thus 102
is the second power of 10, and 2 is the index,

106
is the sixth power of 10, and 6 is the index.

To multiply 102

by 10 we merely add the indices (indexes).

Thus 102 x 10 = 10s

107 x 103 = 10 l

10* x 10 () = 10 17

Note how much easier it is to say

106 x 103 = 10 than 1000000 x 1000 = 1000000000.

The method of working with indices turns multiplication into

addition.

EXERCISE VIII
Simplify

1. 108 X 1019

10* X 1022
3. 10fi X 1016

4. 101 * X 10*
5. 10* X 10*

6. 10* X 10'

Perhaps you wonder what 10* means.

101 must equal 10, since 102 = 10 x 10.

Therefore, 10* must be some number less than 10, not half of ten,

but (if the expression may be used) 10 multiplied by itself half a

time. This is, of course, impossible in arithmetic, but getting the

value of 10* by other methods we find it equals 3-16.

10* = 3'16 I 10* = 1-33

10* =i-78 I 10^ = nr>

= 1'07

Note that each index is half the one before, but that the numbers

given do not bear this relation at all.
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To show this more clearly let us make a grapn of them.

Since each index differs oy TV, set off on squared paper to a suit-

able scale 10i\ 10*, &c. (horizontally). Vertically with 10 divisions

to every unit net off the corresponding numbers. Neglecting the

origin, trace the graph (fig. 16). It is a curve gradually becoming

steeper and steeper. From previous lessons we learned that the slope

indicates the rate at which the two quantities involved are changing.

When the slope is T both are changing at the same rate; -f, one twice

as fast as the other. Since the slope here gets steeper and steeper,

we learn that as we raise 10 to higher and higher powers, those

powers represent numbers which latterly increase at a much more

rapid rate than their indices do. Stretch your imagination a little,

and carry the curve in fig. 14 far out into space. By and by it will

become almost vertical, indicating that a very small addition to the

index of 10 will mean an enormous addition to the corresponding

number.

It will be useful to determine where the curve has certain slopes.

Thus find the point where the slope is { (note it is only ^ at one

point), T , &c.

10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 _ 105 100000 _ 1000
10 X 10

""
10 2

"
100

~

Hence
|-|

= 1000.

But 1000 = 103
,
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Now 5 2 = 3, which seems to show that to divide 105
by 108

we subtract the indices.

10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 106

10 x 10 x 10 x 10
~~

104

but 6 - 4 = 2.

= 100 = 102
,

Hence the rule: To divide 10 raised to any power by 10 raised

to any other power, subtract the index of the second from the first.

Simplify

1. L04
.

10

2. 1019 -M06
.

4.12.
10

. 101*
5. T-.

EXERCISE IX

6. 1017 -rl02.

7. 10^ -f 10*.

Q ^
10 210

'

514

10
10G

10*216'

It has been found by calculation that

11. 10 n x 10 24
.

12. 10 4n X 106 24
.

13. 10241(i X 103417.

14. 10'
301 X 10'

477
.

16. 10 477 '-M0 301
.

16. 106301 ^-104477.

10 9452 = 9

and 101 = 10

Take this multiplication

2x3x4x5x6x7x8x9 = 362880.

We could replace this by

10m x 10 477 x 10 602 x 10'699 x 10 778 x 10'845 x 10 903 x 10 954
.

Add all the indices, and we find this equals 105 '669
.

And 105 '669 = 362880.

Again,
? - 2.
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Those examples are very simple, but it will be seen that the most

complicated multiplication or division sum may thus be transformed

into addition or subtraction.

Now if 10 3010 = 2, then '3010 is called the logarithm of 2, or

shortly log 2. Similarly, '4771 is log 3.

10 = 101
,
therefore 1 is log 10

;

100 = 102 2 is log 300.

1000 = 103
, 3 is log 1000, and so on.

20 = 2 x 10

= 10 3010 x 101

= (by our rule of addition) 1013010.

But 1*3010 = 1 + -3010 =
log 10 + log 2,

Therefore log 20 =
log 10 + log 2.

200 = 100 x 2, :. log 200 =
log 100 + log 2 = 2-3010

2000 = 1000 x 2, /. log 2000 = log 1000 + log 2 = 3*3010.

Note then

Log 2 = -3010

Log 20 = 1-3010

Log 200 = 2-3010

Log 2000 = 3-3010

Log 20000 = 4 3010

Also

Log 3 = -477

Log 30 = 1-477

Log 300 = 2-477

Log 3000 = 3-477

Log 30000 = 4-477

In the same way, we may say

864 = 8-64 x 100,

.*. log 864 = log 8-64 + log 100.

If we know log 8*64, then we can immediately find log 86*4,

log 864, log 8640, &c. &c.

Further, since we notice that log 2 is a decimal only without a

whole number,
Log 2Q 1 pjus ft^^
Log 200, 2

Log 2000, 3

Log 20000, 4

it is clear that the logarithm of any number consists generally of two
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parts, a whole number and a decimal. The decimal part must be got

from tables, but the whole number is one less than the number of

figures in the number (excluding decimals).

To summarize this

Log 7 = some decimal

Log 23 = T

Log G36 = 2-

Log 8745 = 3-

Log 61725 = 4* and so on.

As the decimal part of the log must be got from tables, such tables

are given on pages 63 and 64.

To explain the method of use take one line

Columns to 9 give the decimal part of the logs; you are ex-

pected to put in the whole number yourself.

Thus, from the first line

Log 10 = 1-0000'

Log 101 = 1-0043

Log 10-2 = 1-0086

Log 10-3 = 1-0128

Log 10-4 = 1-0170

Log 10'5 = 1-0212

and so on.

Log 10-9 = 1-0374 Log 1-09 = '0374

Now going to next line

Log 11 = 1-0414 or Log M = -0414.
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Further Log 106 = 2*0253

Log 1060 = 3-0253

Log 10600 = 4-0253, &c.

The above only gives us the logarithms of 3-figure numbers.

Suppose we desire the log of 1065, proceed thus: Log 1060 = 3'0253,

as above. The difference of 1060 and 1065 = 5. Under 5 in the

column of differences we get 21. Add this to 3'0253, putting the

last figure 1 under the last figure 3, thus

3-0253

21

3j)274
=

log 1065.

Putting it down systematically; find log 1032,

Log 1032 = ?

Log 1030 = 30128 from tables.

Difference 2 corresponds to 8

Log 1032 = 30136

To find a number corresponding to a logarithm.

What number corresponds to 30298?

The nearest log below this in the tables is '0294 corresponding

to 1-07.

0298 - -0294 = difference of 4.

Running along from *0294 to the difference column, we see 4 is

under column "
1 ". Hence the number is 1071.

Systematically. Find number corresponding to 2'0182.

2-0182 = Log ?

20170 = Log 104

Difference 12 corresponds to 3

.-. 2-0182 = Log 1043

Note. Great care should be taken at first to distinguish numbers

and logs of numbers.
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CHAPTER VIII

The interest on 1 for a year at 10% is 2s. = 1.

Therefore the amount of 1 for a year at 10% = 1*1.

To find the amount of any sum of money for 1 year at 10%, we

could multiply it by 11. (Test this.)

Now put 1 in the bank at 10% interest.

At the end of one year it becomes 1*1.

Leaving the 1*1 in the bank, at the end of the 2nd year it

becomes 11 x 11 = 1'21.

Leaving the 1*21 in the bank, at the end of the 3rd year it

becomes 1*21 x 11 = 1-331.

Putting this in tabular form, we find, starting with 1, interest

1 becomes at end of

End of

Take squared paper and plot vertically s, and horizontally years.

As the maximum s are 2*6, a large scale is advisable, say 1 to

2*6 vertically (fig. 17), using mm. paper.

Note that the graph is a curve, and the points we have found on

it though numerous are not sufficient to ensure very great accuracy,

yet they involved a great amount of calculation. As a ready reckoner

this graph is by no means as accurate as the ready reckoner graphs

already made with straight lines. Also in the straight -line graphs
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already used as reckoners only one point was found, the origin being

the other point necessary. We could then extend the graph to the

limits of the paper, and thus have a wide range of usefulness. Here

we have no means of extending the graph mechanically with any

hope of accuracy. Now looking at the column of amounts (p. 46),

we see that the amount at the end of each year is 11 raised to

the power indicated by the year. Thus in the 6th year the amount

is 1-77 = (11)
6

.

(II)
8 = 11 x 1-1 x 11 x 11 x 11 x 11,

and log (II)
6 =

log 11 + log 11 + log 1 1 + log 11 + log 11

+ log 11
= 6 times log 11

= 6 log 11.

Therefore log (II)
6 = 6 log 11.

To make this quite clear, note

Log (SI)
4 = 4 log 31

Log(1116)
18 - 18 log 1116

Log (42)* =
1 log 42

Log (675)* = 4 log 675

Now from the table of logs we find

Log 11 = -0414

Therefore log (II)
2 = 2 log 11 = '0828

.'. log (II)
3 = 1242

log (1 1)
4 = 1656

log (II)
5 = -2070

log (11) = -2484

log (II)
7 = -29

log (II)
8 = -3212

log (II)
9 = -3726

log (II)
10 = -4140

On the right-hand side of fig. 15 mark vertically a new scale from
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to *5, making 20 divisions = 1. Now leaving the horizontal scale

as before, plot the graph of logs of amount of 1. Thus

years, log 1 = 0. Find point (O'O)

1 year, log 1'1 = '0828. (1/0828), &c.

It will immediately be noticed that the graph is a straight line,

hence only one point was necessary. The 7th year would have been

most suitable since

Log (I'l)
7 = *29. (An easy quantity to plot.)

We may therefore use this graph as a ready reckoner, and extend

it to any limits we please without impairing its accuracy. Use it to

find the amount and Compound Interest of any sum for any number

of years at 10%. Thus log amount of 1 for 4 years 10 months at

10% Compound Interest = '2. From the tables we find '2 = log T59.

Hence the amount of 1 for 4 years 10 months at 10% Compound
Interest is 1*59, and the amount of 600 for same time and rate

= 1-59 x 600 = 954.

The Compound Interest

= 954 - 600 = 354.

It must be carefully observed that the graph gives us not the

amount of 1, but the log of the amount. To get the amount we
must consult the tables.

On one sheet of squared paper plot out the graphs of logs of amount

of 1 for any number of years at 3, 4, 5, and 6 %. Use them to find

Compound Interest on any sum thus. Find the log of amount of

1 for the given time at the given rate. Find the sum corresponding

from the tables. Multiply the Principal by this sum (keeping both in

decimals). This gives the amount.

Subtract the Principal from the amount, and the Compound
Interest is obtained.

Let R stand for the amount of 1 for a year.
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Then evidently (R)
x

is the amount in x years. We might say

that the graphs we have just plotted are (fig. 17)

y = (Rf.
and log y =

log (li)
x or x log R.

EXERCISE X

Find, by using graphs, amount and compound interest on

1. 650 for 6 years at 5 per cent.

The "Compound Interest Graph", as we might term fig. 17, is of

very great importance. It is the graph of a sum increasing at a rate

proportional to itself, that is to say, the more it increases the greater

becomes the rate of increase, and looking at the curve in fig. 15 we

clearly see this, for the graph becomes steeper and steeper. Carrying
it mentally far out into space we see that in time this graph will

approach the vertical more and more, till a very small addition of

time will mean an enormous increase in the amount. This is illus-

trated in the fact that Id. put in the bank at the birth of Christ

would now (at ordinary rate of interest) amount to more than all

the gold in the world in value.

Very many things increase (or decrease) by the "Compound
Interest Law "

(as Lord Kelvin calls it). Thus, if no other influences

are at work, the population of a country increases at a rate pro-
(B253) D
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portional to itself. Now the larger the population the more food

it requires, the more ships to carry produce, the more coal, iron

and steel. Thus it will be found that to a certain extent (although

affected by other causes) the food supply, the tonnage of shipping,

the coal, iron and steel output all tend to increase in accordance

with the Compound Interest Law.

While the graph of two things which change according to the

Compound Interest Law is a curve, great attention should be paid to

the fact that the log graph is a straight line. Hence if we know

two points on the log graph we are entitled to join them and produce
the graph to such limits as we please. The intermediate points will

be found correct.

Plot out the following examples both in arithmetical and log forms,

using suitable scales.

EXERCISE XI

1. The temperature of hot water cooling falls at a rate proportional to the

excess of temperature above surrounding objects (say the room it is in). Take
a glass of water nearly at boiling point, put a thermometer in it and take the

temperature (every two minutes) ABOVE THAT OF THE ROOM. Plot a graph of

times and temperatures temperatures in degrees vertically, time in minutes hori-

zontally. Do this between the limits of the temperature of the room and the

highest temperature of the water. On the same paper plot the log graph and
it will be found to be a straight line.

Take another glass of water at boiling point ; put a thermometer in it and get
the temperature. Have squared paper marked off as before, and mark the log
of excess of temperature on the y axis. In five minutes more, again read the

temperature, get the excess above room and mark the point (5. -log excess

temperature). Join these two points and produce downwards. The graph is

now completed without actual observations. Now leave someone to watch the
thermometer and calculate from the log tables the temperature excess for every
two minutes. Do this rapidly. See if the temperatures observed correspond
with those calculated. Also predict at what time the water will reach approxi-
mately the temperature of the room.

(NOTE. In marking temperature, vertically start with that of the room,
not 0, since the water cannot fall below the temperature of the room it is in.)

2. The population of a country is 28 millions (1903). Five years ago it was
25 millions. Draw a log graph showing theoretical rate of increase, and estimate

probable population in other 5 years.

(Plot years horizontally up to 10, five divisions to 1 year. Plot logs vertically,
five divisions to *1, or 50 divisions to 1. Make 5th year 1903 and set off log 28.
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At 1st year set off log 25. Join points and produce to 10th year, when log of

population in millions will be found.)

3. Scotland has a population of approximately 4*6 millions (1903). Ten years

ago it had a population of 4 millions. At another period its population was
3 millions. When was this?

4. A cistern containing 4000 gallons of water springs a leak. When full it

leaks at the rate of 8 gallons per minute, and when three-quarters full at 6 gallons

per minute. At what rate will it leak when it is quarter full if it leaks in

accordance with the Compound Interest Law? Find also average rate of leakage
and when cistern will be empty.

(Plot graphs of leakage and fullness, taking logs of leakage.)

5. The tyre of a motor car has an internal air pressure of 60 Ibs. per sq. inch

above external pressure, at 10 P.M. At 8 A.M. next morning it is found to have
fallen to 10 Ibs. per sq. inch, through a puncture. If a tyre leaks at a rate in

accordance with the Compound Interest Law, find the pressure every hour from

10 P.M.

G. A cup of tea is found to be at a temperature of 180, the room being at 65.

In five minutes it has fallen to 160. What will it be in ten minutes, and when
will it be 80?

The following graphs should be plotted both in arithmetical and log forms.

The difference between them and the Compound Interest Graph will then be

evident. The formula for the Compound Interest Graph might be written

y = (c)* where c is some constant quantity, generally easily obtained.

7. Area of circle = wr2 where T = 3f, r = radius. Formula, y = nx2
.

8. The distance (s) a stone falls in a given time (t seconds) is found by
s = 16 2

. Formula, y 16.*
>2

. (Use contracted scale for feet vertically, or plot

yards.

9. Draw a graph showing squares of numbers. Formula (y = #2
).

CHAPTER IX

In the graph of the road from Glasgow to Prestwick (fig. 4) it will

be noticed that the road first slopes upward, at 12 miles becomes

level, and then slopes downward. Now at this level point, where there

is no slope whatever, the road has reached its highest point. Suppose

any graph slopes upwards, then becomes level, then slopes downwards,

we may say, as in the case of the road, that the quantity corre-

sponding to height first increases, becomes a maximum, then decreases.

We may thus discover when the quantity in question is a maximum,
and what that maximum is.
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For example, a rectangle is made out of a piece of wire 20 inches

long. What should the length and breadth be to form the greatest

possible rectangle?
Now perimeter

= 20 inches,

.'. Length + breadth = 10

Make a number of possible combinations with this. Thus

When the length is 1" the breadth is 9", .'. area = 9 sq. ins.

26 Sq. Ins.

2"

3"

4"

5"

6"

7"

8"

9"

10"

0" 10", .'.
=

Fig. 18

Take squared paper, and set off

length horizontally and area vertically.

Draw the graph connecting area with

length (fig. 18). It will be seen that

the area gradually increases, then de-

creases. At 5 inches the area is a maxi-

mum, namely, 25 sq. inches. Therefore

the length required is 5 inches, and

since length and breadth together equal

10 inches, the breadth should be 5

inches. Therefore the greatest rect-

angle which can be made out of a given

length of wire is a square. In the same

way, plot graphs for the following ques-

tions, and ascertain the point of least

slope, that is, maximum height.
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EXERCISE XII

EXAMPLES

1. A tree is 5 feet in diameter. Find the largest beam that can be cut out

of it. (Express length and breadth in terms of diameter.)

2. Find greatest rectangle contained by a rope 240 feet long.

3. I have a parcel to tic with one piece of string 22 inches long. What length
and breadth should I make the parcel just to use up all the string, allowing
2 inches for tying, the area so enclosed being a maximum'?

4. A tree is 8" diameter, and I wish to cut the strongest possible beam out

of it. Jf the beam is strongest when bd2
is greatest, what breadth (/>) and depth

(d) should I make the beam
l

\ (Express b and d in terms of diameter.)

5. A cannon is fired at a target 8 miles off. The height of the projectile above

the firing point is: At 1 mile, 85 yards; 2 miles, 145 yards; 3 miles, 185 yards;
4 miles, 200 yards; 5 miles, 185 yards; 6 miles, 145 yards; 7 miles, 85 yards;
at 8 miles it strikes target at the same level as firing-point. Find where projec-
tile was highest, and what was the height at that point. At what angle did

it strike the target]

6. An engine crosses a single-span bridge 80 feet long. The stress to which
the bridge is subjected as it crosses is proportional to the following numbers :

At 5 feet from beginning, 10 units. At 45 feet from beginning, 39 units.

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

37

33

29

25

17

10

Draw a graph connecting stress and distance. When is the stress greatest ?

7. A boy throws up a cricket ball straight in the air. The following table

gives height of the ball at different times from its start:

i second, 9 feet.

21

24

1 seconds, 24 feet.

If ,,
21

2 16

2i 9

Draw a graph connecting height and time. When was ball highest; how high
was it; and when did it reach the ground?

8. A pendulum which beats seconds is pulled aside and let go. Its velocity
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is observed every twelfth of a second as it travels from the one side to the

other. Thus
Start, millimetres per second.

second later, 10

20A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
*

H
H

28

34

39

40.

39

34

28

20

10

Draw a graph connecting velocity and time. (This graph is the graph of Simple
Harmonic Motion, and is of very great importance in Physics and Electncal

Engineering.) When is velocity greatest 1

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES

The following examples, though as a whole fairly easy, are typical of what is

daily required in commercial and technical life. All are taken from the most

accurate sources obtainable, and in most cases from actual graphs:

I COMMERCIAL, BOARD OF TRADE, Ac.

1. Tonnage of ships launched on the Clyde since 1878 (the introduction

of steel).

Draw a graph showing progress of ship-building from 1878. Note, 1886 bad

trade, 1893 dull trade and strike, 1896-97 engineers' strike.
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2. The following are prices of iron, copper, tin, and silver since 1888, the

highest price in each year being given. Put graphs on one sheet, noting price
of iron is in shillings per ton, copper and tin s per ton, silver pence per
ounce :
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3. Steerage passengers landed at New York 1893-1903. Draw graph showing
fluctuations.

Set up scale of thousands, commencing with 188, the lowest (1894).

4. Production of gold in South Africa, 1887 to 1902.

5. Export of home products per head of population. Put graphs on one

sheet of squared paper.

6. Growth of our trade.
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7. British ships lost, with numbers of crew and passengers, 1894 to 1900.

Put above on one sheet squared paper. Are passenger ships becoming safer?

Are trading ships?

8. Coal output of United Kingdom, 1892 to 1901.

9. World's production of gold, 1890-1902.

II-ENGINEEK1NG

10. Pressure of water in a river against the side of a bridge at different rates

of flow.

Show the above relations graphically.
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11. The horse power required to drive a certain vessel at certain speeds is

given.

Show the above relations graphically. Produce the graph in order to tell horse

power required at higher speeds. What horse power would be required for 14,

15, 16 and 17 knots per hour respectively?

12. Force of the Wind. Pressure on every square foot at different velocities.

Show this graphically.

13. Velocity of water out of hole in bottom of tank. As the tank empties
the velocity decreases. Correct any experimental errors.

What should the velocity be when the depth is 16 and 35 feet?

14. A brassfounder wishes to know at what temperature alloys of copper and
zinc melt, and his chemist experiments with different mixtures. The results are

given below.
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Make a graph so that the brassfounder may determine the melting point of

any mixture.

15. An iron-merchant wishes to test the strength of some steel he has bought.

He takes a piece one inch square and a foot long, fixes it firmly at one end (ver-

tically) and applies heavy weights to the other. As the weights increase the steel

.stretches slightly, then suddenly snaps. The following figures show the weights

applied and the amount the steel stretches in thousandths of an inch. Draw a

graph showing the behaviour of the steel under test.

Note any points of sudden change of slope.

16. The following table shows the safe weight hemp and steel ropes should be

allowed to carry. Make a graph for office use.
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17. A steel bar 5 feet long is fixed at one end horizontally, and weights I

on the other. As the weights increase it bends down, then snaps. Draw

graph and tell the story of its behaviour, given the weights in pounds and

dip of the loaded end in millimetres.

18. Aluminium wire was tried for telegraph wire, but was a failure, as it

continually breaking, seeming to be unable to bear its own weight. To test 1

two wires 36 feet long, one aluminium, one copper, were hung from the roo

a factory, with 110 pound weights at the end. The stretch of the wires

observed each clay for 50 days. A graph of the results showed the reason of

failure. What was if?
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III-ELECTRICAL

19. An electric motor car is designed to average 12 miles per hour, but the

maker gives the following figures, showing total distance it will go at various

speeds.

Draw a graph which may be used to give distance for any speed. The faster

the car goes the less total distance it covers.

20. An electrician keeps a 100 candle-power glow lamp burning night and

day to test how long it will last, and if the candle power keeps constant. He
gets the following results. Plot them in graphic form.

21. He also tests at the same time a new Nernst lamp, and gets the results

below. Compare the falling off of candle power in the two lamps.

22. The chief electrician to the corporation of a large town measures carefully

the electricity supplied to the public throughout the 24 hours. He does this on

the 14th July, 14th September, and 14th December. Below are given the equi-

valent number of lamps every hour. On one sheet put all the graphs, one in

pencil, one in black, and one in red ink. Study these graphs very carefully, as
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they are of great importance. Where the graphs coincide use black ink for

part common to the three.

23. The student is advised to do the following simple experiments,

express the results in graph form:

(a) Raise some water to boiling point, and take the temperature, j

common salt 1 oz. at a time, and find new boiling points. Carry out experin

quickly. Show how addition of salt alters boiling point.

(b) Attach bullet to a thread 1 foot long. Fix thread to a nail, and vibi

as pendulum, gently. Count vibrations in minute. Repeat with threads

2', 2' 6", 3', &c., long. Express results graphically.

(c) Fix up a pencil in front of a gas jet. Measure shadow it casts on ne

paper held 1 foot away, 2 feet, 3 feet, &c. Plot results as a graph.

(d) Bore very small hole in bottom of cocoa-tin. Fill with water and h

up. Measure depth every minute (or five minutes if more convenient) till em
Draw the graph of depths and times.

(e) Get some pieces of wood inch square and a foot long. Fix one

horizontally, and hang weights on the other end (gradually) till the wood sn*

* Hour when street lamps are turned on
t Hour when street lamps are turned off Note effect of this.
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Try this with as many different woods as possible. Express results as a graph
of weights, and distance end dips down.

LOGAEITHMS
From Mathematical Tables for the Use of Students, by permission of the Board of Education.
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LOGARITHMS

Note The numbers from 10 to 19 have two rows of differences Use the first row for the upper
set of logs (columns to 4), and the second row for the lower set of logs (columns 5 to 9).










